Party King® SWING’N SMOKE™
MVP Grill “Quick Set-Up Guide”

1ST STEPS - Initial Set-up of Prop Legs:

3RD STEPS - Basic MVP Grill Set-up:

1. Remove safety pin from prop legs hinge.
2. Release the prop legs spring latch by
lifting the prop legs slightly, then raising
the catch of the spring latch, followed by
folding the prop legs downward.
3. With the prop legs in the down/support
position, re-insert the safety pin into the
hinge to prevent the prop legs from folding back up and losing their support.
4. Adjust height of each prop leg by loosenIng the L-shaped set screws so that the
legs extend downward and come into
solid/level contact with the ground.

1. Unsnap the grill hood security snaps (one at
each end), then raise/open the hood. Remove
the 2 side shelves, fuel-tanks holder, and the
Double-Barrel Fuel System™ manifold.
2. Install the 2 side shelves by hooking them into
the square brackets on each side of the grill.
NOTE: If you have a ice chest mounted, you
will have to remove it to install the left-side
shelf. Plastic ice chests should not be left on
the VERSArm™ while cooking with the grill!
3. Install the fuel-canister holder by hooking it
over the end of the VERSArm™ carrier.
4. Attach two 1.02-lb propane canisters to the
Double-Barrel Fuel System™, making sure
both manifold valves are in the off/closed position.
Do not over-tighten the valves. While applying
solid pressure, screw each propane canister into
the manifold connectors. Use a little WD-40 lubricant
to make the hook-up easier if the tops of the
canisters are rusty.

2ND STEPS - Swinging-Out VERSArm™:
1. Remove security clip from red latch pin
(at left side of vehicle’s bumper).
2. Lift red pin from latch holes and re-insert
safety clip into pin to avoid loss of the clip.
3. CAUTION: Do not lay pin on your rear
bumper if you have a fold-down tailgate,
as it can cause damage to the finish of
the tailgate.
4. Grasping grill’s side handle, pull the grill
out of the latch position, lifting slightly, and
slowly swinging-out the VERSArm to the
desired grilling position (typically 90° away
from the back bumper of your vehicle).
Re-adjust heights of prop legs if necessary
to level the grill for optimum cooking
conditions.
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4TH STEPS - Cooking With the MVP Grill:
1. Make certain grill hood is raised/opened and the
3 burner control knobs are in their “off” positions.
2. Open the Double-Barrel Fuel System™ valves
to allow propane to flow through the system.
3. Press the black electronic ignition button repeatedly
on the left side of the front control panel of the grill.
4. If a clicking noise is heard, then turn-on the middle
burner control knob first, while pressing the ignition
button. The middle burner should ignite quickly.
5. Once the middle burner has been lighted, turn-on
the left and right burner control knobs to ignite the
remaining two burners.
6. Once all 3 burners are lit, close the lid and preheat
the grill for 10 minutes. Then you’re ready to grill!
7. Turn-off all burners and close valves when
finished. Reverse instructional steps before
traveling. DO NOT transport or store propane
canisters under the grill hood!
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